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The state of art of 
international research 
collaboration and the 
Indonesian ranking



https://www.natureindex.com/news-blog/data-
visualization-top-ten-countries-research-collaboration



https://www.natureindex.com/country-
outputs/collaboration-graph



https://www.natureindex.
com/country-
outputs/Indonesia



https://www.natureindex.com/country-outputs/Indonesia



The potential 
collaboration beyond 
science and 
technology



Global challenges and the call for 
a transdisciplinary approach
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The challenges in integrating social 
sciences and humanities 

u Linearity in discipline and educational background

u Different valuation assigned to science (STEM) and 
social-humanities fields

u In-university employment after graduation with less 
exposures to other collaborative practices 

u Lack of supports and respects for the humanities and 
social studies’ disciplines

u Low inbound student mobility (5,878 international degree 
students) (3)



Potential collaborators from 
Indonesian’s side



Opportunities for research 
collaboration with diaspora



Integrating humanities and 
social sciences in  
interdisciplinary research and 
collaboration



Sites for interdisciplinary humanities

u Curricular goals ( a transdisciplinary approach) 
u Appreciation for artistic expression (art, architecture, urban 

planning, geography, Islamic studies)
u Scientific goals (STEM)
u The inclusion of cultural diversity (Humanity and social sciences, such 

as  Anthropology, social sciences, religious studies, international 
relations, etc.)

u Ethical judgment (Education, Humanity and social sciences, such as 
Religious studies, philosophy, international relations)

u Bi-disciplinary (two disciplines: sains teknologi dan sosial humaniora)
u Transdisciplinary (two or more approaches)



My current research interest

u Muslims as a violent people- using a Foucault’s archeological 
approach to examine the Western discursive narrative of Muslims as 
violent people;

u Islam and environment- examines the theological foundation for 
anthropocentric ideology and its impact on the making of climate 
injustice; 

u Islam and material culture: examines the transmission of Western 
dress to Indonesia from 1900-1940s and its impact on the 
contemporary Islamic fashion



My passion:
Building a collaborative event using transdisciplinary 
approach 





Collaboration with I4-Humaniora 



Collaboration with Hobart and Smith Colleges 



Conclusion

u The culture of international research and 
collaboration as a product of curriculum and 
international exposures;

u The holistic curriculum leading into a 
transdisciplinary approach and interest to 
collaborate, research, and publish;

u Casting a wide net of collaboration to build 
interest among like minded individuals.
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